
  
 
 
 
 

 
 

PRIVATE TOUR 

   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

   

Package Inclusive: 
✓ 2 night’s hotel/ resort accommodation in Dalat 
✓ 3 breakfast in the hotel, 3 lunches and 3 dinners 
✓ Guided all tours as stated in itinerary (All guided tour is inclusive of entrance fees) 
✓ 2 ways airport – hotel – airport transfer 
✓ 1 local English-speaking tour guide service 

Code: TTDATSR-5DIO 
Valid till 31st Dec 2020 

 

Package Exclusive: 
 International air ticket to and from Dalat 
 Compulsory tipping for guide & driver USD 5 per person per day 
 Optional tour 
 Travel insurance and visa if necessary 

Updated: 18-07-2020 

Terms & Conditions: 
* The company reserve the rights to alter routes, timetables and itineraries reserved should conditions beyond our control render if necessary 
* This package is based on PRIVATE guide and transport vehicle.   
* Please inform us when 5* hotel quote required 
* No refund after reservation/confirmation made. Cancellation charges apply accordingly 
* Price & schedule subjects to change without prior notice 

ALL MARKET 
(SGD) 

GV2 GV3 and above 

Adult Child Adult Child 

SGL TWN TRP CWB CNB SGL TWN TRP CWB CNB 

3* 628 538 538 358 298 518 438 438 288 238 

4* First Class 668 568 568 368 318 558 458 458 298 258 

4* Upper Class 728 598 598 388 328 618 488 488 318 268 

 

Hotel Rating 3*  4* First Class  4* Upper Class  

Dalat The Luxe Hotel / Ngoc Phat Hotel 
Kings Hotel/ Monet Garden Resort/ TTC Hotel 

Premium- Dalat/ Sam Tuyen Lam Resort 
TTC Hotel Premium- Ngoc Lan/ Du 

Parc Hotel/ Golf Valley 

 

BRIEF ITINERARY: 
DAY 1 : DALAT ARRIVAL       (Lunch/ Dinner) 
Upon arrival at Lien Khuong Da Lat airport our driver and tour guide will welcome you then transfer to down town for lunch at local restaurant. 
After lunch, visit to: 
* Flower garden: an extensive collection of native and exotic flowers, and for this reason, Da Lat is dubbed “the city of flowers” in Vietnam. 
Founded in 1966, the gardens feature more than 300 different kinds of flowers, many of which blossom all year round. 
* Bao Dai Summer Palace: that you can discover the living of the royal family through 25 rooms and its amenities. 
* Crazy house: Described as a “fairy tale house”, the building’s overall design resembles a giant tree, incorporating sculptured design elements 
representing natural forms such as animals, mushrooms, spider webs and caves. Dinner at local restaurant. Overnight at hotel in Da Lat. 
  
DAY 2 : DA LAT CITY        (Breakfast/ Lunch/ Dinner) 
Breakfast at hotel, transfer to visit: 
* Hydrangea flowers valley: This kind of flower bloom around year. Coming here you can take many nice photos. 
* Da Lat Railway station: the imprint of French architectures on this land. One of the most unique French monuments.  
* Linh Phuoc Pagoda: has a penchant to set national records – biggest bell in Vietnam, longest glass dragon (49 meters long), tallest Quan Am 
Bodhisattva statue, and so on. It’s a fact that this pagoda does things bigger and more beautiful than countless others, and there’s no denying i t 
after you turn into the alley that leads you to the entrance. (Included train trip from Trai Mat station to Linh Phuoc Pagoda). 
* Clay tunnels: Clay architectural masterpieces that retrace the history of Da Lat are prominent in the green pine forest by Tuyen Lam lake.  Along 
the clay road show are several architectural sculptural masterpieces created by sculptor Trinh Ba Dung, who has a great passion for the ancient 
architecture of Da Lat. It took Dung four years to find suitable materials to build this amazing work which consists of basalt and dark red earth from 
the Central Highlands 
Lunch & Dinner at local restaurant. Overnight at hotel in Da lat. 
  
DAY 3 : DA LAT CITY        (Breakfast/ Lunch/ Dinner)) 
Breakfast at hotel, we will move to visit: 
* Sunny Farm: one of hot destination in Dalat. You can check in here and take many nice shoots (01 coffee is included) 
* Cock Church: the biggest church in Dalat city which was designed and built by Frenchman. 
* Truc Lam pagoda, take a cable car to visit a pine covered island in the middle of Tuyen Lam Lake (2 ways cable car ticket is included) 
* Dalanta Waterfall: Datanla waterfall has a 20-meter drop and According to the legend. There is also a deep chasm called Dead Cave at its foot. 
Otherwise, taking the advantage of the waterfall, a native military in the war with the The Chams people took refuge and preserved their force, 
according to the legend. (roller coaster 2 ways is included) 
* Free time to shopping at Dalat market. Lunch + Dinner at local restaurant. Overnight at hotel in Da Lat. 
   

DAY 4 :  DALAT DEPATURE       (Breakfast) 
After breakfast at hotel, transfer to airport for your homebound flight. End of services! 


